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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
154 - BRIT MILA
PART 3 - METZITZA - A HALACHA UNDER PRESSURE
OU ISRAEL CENTER - WINTER 2020

A] THE SOURCES FOR METZITZA
/iunfu ,hbkpxht vhkg ihb,ubu 'ihmmunu ihgrupu ihkvun /,cac vkhn hfrm kf ihaug /vban

1.
/dke ,ca

The Mishna rules that there are three stages to the brit mila. These are: (i) mila - cutting off the foreskin; (ii) periya removing the membrane under the skin; and (iii) metzitza - sucking some of the blood out of the wound - metzitza. All
three of these steps are sufficiently critical to the brit mila to be permitted on Shabbat, even though they would ordinarily
be a Torah prohibition. Metzitza would normally have been done orally, since that is the convenient and effective way to
apply suction. This is known as metzitza be-peh1 (MBP).

kn tk ukhtf vkhnv ,t grp tku kn ////

2.

u vban yh erp ,ca ,fxn vban

The Mishna rules that both mila and periya are essential to the brit. If periya was not performed then, even bedieved, the
brit is not valid. The implication is that, if MBP is not performed, the brit IS valid bedieved.

!tuv vbfx - t,ca vhkg hkkjn tesn 'tyhap /vhk ibhrcgu 'tuv vbfx - .hhn tks tbnut htv :tpp cr rnt /wufu ihmmun
tk hf - iunfu ,hbkpxht vn 'iunfu ,hbkpxhts thnusu /rcjhn hrucj :ik gnan te 'shep sephn os htv :tnh,s uvn /tuv vbfx - shcg tk hf - hnb hfv ;t 'tuv vbfx shcg

3.

:dke ,ca

The Gemara states that failure to do MBP is dangerous for the child2 and is thus required on Shabbat. It compares it to
applying the bandaging. Just as the bandaging is a requirement of pikuach nefesh and justifies breaking Shabbat, so too
MBP. As such, any mohel who refuses to do MBP (on Shabbat or any other time) must be dismissed.
• It therefore appears that mila and periya are the two essential ritual acts3. MBP and bandaging are two essential therapeutic acts.

.mun ubhta hn kfu /vbfx hshk tch tka hsf oheujr ,unuenn osv tmha sg vkhnv ,t .mun f"jtu //// ?ihkvun smhf
/ivc tmuhfu vhhyr ut ,hbkpxt vhkg i,ub .muna rjtu /u,ut ihrhcgn

4.

c vfkv c erp vkhn ,ufkv o"cnr

The Rambam rules this way - MBP is an essential requirement to protect the health of the child. However, neither
Chazal nor the Rambam give any detail as to what the specific health concern may be. Rambam also defines MBP as
requiring blood to be removed from the farthest part of the wound4. He does not however specify that it must be oral.

u,ut ihrhcgn .mun ubhta kvun kfu /vbfx hshk tch tka hsf oheujrv ,unuenvn osv tmha sg vkhnv ihmmun f"jtu ////

5.

d ;hgx sxr inhx vkhn ,ufkv vgs vruh lurg ijkua

The Shulchan Aruch rules this without dissension.
1. Actually ‘be-feh’ is more accurate but the be-peh is the normal way of expressing it.
2. It was a standard position of ancient medicine that excess blood could be a major cause of disease. General balance of the ‘four humors’ was a foundational medical position at
the time.
3. See Yevamot 71b which states that mila was commanded to Avraham and periya to Yehoshua. MBP is not mentioned. Interestingly, Sefer Hachinuch does not mentioned MBP in
his analysis of mila. We will see below that some later poskim argue that MBP is a Halacha LeMoshe MiSinai. Rav Immanuel Jackobovitz (Jewish Medical Ethics) brings academic
opinion that it may date from the time of the Chashmonaim, which would fit with emerging Greek medicine of the time.
4. Note R. Nachum Rabinovitch’s comments on this Rambam in his commentary Yad Peshuta: The Rambam’s additional phrase explains the technique of mezizah necessary to avoid

danger - ‘until the blood exits from distant places.’ This is similar to the technique expressed by Rambam in the first chapter of his work, “Poisons and Their Antidotes.” In that work
Rambam refers repeatedly to the value of mezizah in treating a victim of a snake or scorpion bite. Without mezizah to draw out the poison, it would spread in the blood and reach the
life-sustaining internal organs. If one succeeds in drawing the poison out from their distant places, before further spread, the danger is averted. Since the Rambam ruled that a
metal blade instrument is preferred for brit milah, and Hazal in Yevamot 76a teach us that iron causes inflammation, it is evident why mezizah is needed.
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kt vmhmnv os oheeur ifu rpgu kujc vkrgv ,t ihb,ub

6.

h ;hgx vxr inhx vkhn ,ufkv vgs vruh lurg ijkua

The Shulchan Aruch rules that the orla must be placed in soil or sand after the milah. The Rema adds that this also
applies to the blood withdrawn during the MBP.
• Some mefarshim imply from this that the MBP is not only a therapeutic practice but also a required ritual one. Otherwise, why would
we care what happened to the blood which was withdrawn?
• Also, although Chazal and the Rambam do not specify that metzitzah must be oral, many other Rishonim do5.

t«k v"Kt$ J«ukJ& ot' qv)kUxp& «u,s«)uc+g c)c$Kv, Qr,u& tr)
$Hv, Jht' qv)khN' v, hn$ S& .m, nU
) gr)
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&gv) rG, C& kN) v, Qr)
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:int /V)k vG+
" gh,

7.

vkhn ,hrck iuznv ,frc

In the bentching after a brit, we praise the strength of the mohel for performing all three essential aspects of the brit.

B] 19TH CENTURY OPPOSITION TO METZITZA
• At the beginning of the 19th Century Europe6, parents were required by government to chose a religion for their family and either
have their children baptized or circumcised. There was significant pressure in many circles to chose baptism and assimilate into the
surrounding Christian culture.
• As medical knowledge increased, more and more doctors began to doubt the medical benefits of MBP. At the same time, opposition
to MBP began to grow on pure aesthetic grounds as Jews tried to appear more cultured7.
• As such, pressure mounted to drop MBP from the brit mila ceremony in order not to discourage even more parents.
• Mohelim in Germany in the 1820’s and 30’s reported performing MBP less and less, without major rabbinic push back.8 Some
Jewish doctors proposed9 that MBP should be banned and mohelim should be heavily fined by the authorities if they do it.
• Then in the 1830’s in Vienna a number of infants who were circumcised in the city became sick and many died. The local doctors
determined that the same mohel was responsible for the sickness, due to MBP, although the mohel in question was examined10 and
showed no signs of the sickness.
• Rabbi Eliezer Horowitz11, Rav of Vienna was approached in 1835 by a Dr S. Wertheim who was the head of the Jewish Vienna
Hospital. Dr Wertheim was concerned at health risks due to MBP. Rav Horowitz ruled that, since MBP was performed for health
reasons12, and since the doctors of the time had determined that the same benefit can be achieved by applying a wine-soaked sponge
or swab to the wound. Just as we follow modern medical advice in other areas of Jewish life, they argued that should also do so for
MBP. However, he refused to issue the ruling unless it was supported by his rav, the Chatam Sofer.

8.

5. Including the Itur, Machzor Vitri, Shibolei Haleket, Avudraham and others. The Maharil quotes that he personally performed a a mila on on Rosh Hashana before shofar and would
blow shofar before he washed his mouth, so that the zechut of the two mitzvot could combine.
6. There are a plethora of articles (English and Hebrew) available on this topics, covering halacha, hashkafa and history. See in particular:
- The Controversy Over the Mezizah, Jacob Katz, Divine Law in Human Hands (2009 Varda) p357.
- R. David Brofsky, Metzitza Ba-peh available at https://www.etzion.org.il/en/metzitza-ba-peh
- Mezizah be-Peh - Therapeutic Touch or Hippocratic Vestige?, Shlomo Sprecher, Hakira Vol 3 p 15 available at http://www.hakirah.org/Vol%203%20Sprecher.pdf
- Halacha Berura (by Agudat Yisrael) - The Metzitzah B’Peh Controversy, available at https://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/files/Metzitza.pdf
- The Making of Metzitzah - Tradition 13:1 p36, available at https://traditiononline.org/the-making-of-metzitzah-1972/
7. MBP had also been the source of significant anti-Jewish libel. It clearly feeds an antisemitic trope eager to hear about blood-libels.
8. One mohel in Dresden in 1845 reported that he had avoided performing metzitza for 32 years in the presence of four successive rabbis in the city! (See Katz p 364)
9. See Katz p 358 who references an 1831 report by Dr. Ph. Wolfers, a German medical professor.
10. Other cases in Poland were reported where mohelim with oral sores (which we now know to be caused by the herpes virus) passed these on to infants following brit mila.
11. Author of shu’t Yad Eliezer.
12. The position that the requirement for metzitza is essentially a health concern is also taken by the Ketzot Hachoshen 383:2 and the Chochmat Adam 149:14.
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10/01/1836 - 13uwme, ycac wf rpux o,jv ,cua,
14

The Chatam Sofer responded in early 1836 that MBP was NOT specifically defined in the Gemara and, as such, oral
suction was not a requirement of the halacha. MBP could be achieved by any pressure to removed the blood. Even
though the kabbalistic works DID give relevance to MBP, this was not relevant in the face of pikuach nefesh15. All that
was required to satisfy the halacha was an alternative metzitza system that achieved the same result. The Chatam Sofer
thus approved use of the sponge, provided the doctors confirmed that it actually worked as well as MBP.
• Rav Horowitz then charged Dr Wertheim with obtaining an affidavit signed by three eminent doctors as to the efficacy of the sponge
system. He did this in March 1836 and then wrote to the Jewish leaders in Vienna requesting that they ban MBP.
• In fact, it became clear from Dr Wertheim’s letters that he did NOT attribute the deaths of the infants to this specific mohel, since the
mohel had been examined and found to be healthy. He argued however that MBP was “superfluous, of no utility or purpose,
disgusting, and to some extent even detrimental”. He expressed “the wish to remove from this important religious act any ugliness,
which affronts the eye of the expert as it does the emotions of the layman.” He claims that the custom of MBP is ‘disgusting
(ekelhaft)and “that its roots are in ‘unclean soil’ (auf schmutzigen Boden wurzelndes Herkommen)”
• Thus is became clear that the motivation behind the opposition to MBP were not actually rooted solely in health concerns, but also
had a strong (perhaps dominant) reforming and modernizing agenda. It appears that this was NOT known to the Chatam Sofer when he
issued his ruling. Given the Chatam Sofer’s usual negative approach to such agendas, we can speculate as to whether it would have
affected his response!16
• This raises the difficult questions of mixed agendas when pushing for halachic change.

os ugpahu (igrtpv) hceb umrp,h vmhmnv h"ga /if,xha rapt vmhmnv h"g vcrst - uhafg ohtpurv ohrnuta vn hpku (t)
/(u"be g"vtcu /wd z"ya s"hcu /wj y"geu /wt d"ge t"dnf) gcyv vb,ab ohrcs vnfcs wndv sdb tuva vz kg vun,k ihtu //// vkhnv rjt
er aujbaf a"fn /kevk whptu /// ihtpurk ihgnua s"c ,u,hnu ,u,hrfc whpt hrvs /d"vf kfc okuec gunak vtrb whv vrutfku
hns tks /k"zr hrcsn zuzk hkck k"b f"pgtu /.umnk ,ca kukhjc od kebu 'ubnn r,uh vbfx ,aajc ihthec ovu 'vbfx ouan
hn tfv kct /t,av kkf lrum uc iht gcyv vb,aba h"gs hbta o,vs /gcyv vb,aban t,av ihkkjn ihta c"k whx inek vmhjrk
kcc ,umrtcf shdv ,hhcm lf kf ifuxn ubht ohhbupmv ,umrtca tkt /shdv ,hhcmn eubh,v kmhb vmhmnv h"gs ohtpurv usun tk
,hkyn vga hmj kf uhkg ujhbha h"g vhhcmv khmvk kufh ohtpurv hrcs hpka ;tu /vhhcmv h"g if,xha rapt f"pgtu /ohnjv
hrvs /k"zj hrcs tkt ubk iht hbvn vmhmn od ovhrcs hpk ods iuhf p"fg /ohre ohnc ut /extractus (xuyetryxeg) hnc vraba
tekxt rsvn vuvs tcrf /ovh,ucr hrcsf ,uagk ihshpen ohbuatrv uhv if ut if vagha vbn tepb ihtaf vru, hrcsc whpt
htv er rnte tk trndcs ,cac stn ezujc lf kf .umnh tka k"b f"pgtu /(:she ohjxpf) tbuv crs tnupn epbu khtuv tzurtu
omnmku ynek hsf /uhpc jeuka .nujn vrucjv kg vmhmnv rjt uhpc vzh od (:dke ,caf) kkf .hhn tks gnan /.hhn tks tbnut
u,mhmnc j,pa igrtpv hceb

9.

t:yh erp ,ca ,fxn zguc - ktrah ,rtp,

The Tiferet Yisrael17 writes in his commentary on the Mishna that it is not surprising that doctors did not support MBP in
his time since ‘nishtane hateva’ - physical nature has changed since the time of the talmud and medical solutions which
worked then may not work now. He identifies Chazal’s medical concern as swelling following the mila, and also
suggests that this may have been worse in hotter parts of the world. Nevertheless, he insists that the position of Chazal
must be followed and defends MBP, even on Shabbat. He advises however that, on Shabbat, light suction only should be
applied to avoid unnecessary chilul Shabbat.18
13. Reproduced from Techumin 32 p 110 - kthzr i,buh crv ';hsg vn :,rpupavu vpc vkhn ,mhmn
14. This responsum is NOT included in the standard editions of the Shu’t Chatam Sofer. In fact, it was only published in 1845 and its publication caused consternation in religious
circles. It is likely that the Chatam Sofer’s descendents ensured that this responsa was not included in his shutim, published between 1841 and 1866, given its controversial
nature.
15. This is consistent with the position of the Chatam Sofer in many places, where he rejects the practical halachic applicability of kabbalistic considerations.
16. Katz claims that in 1837 it was impossible for Reform pressure to have any effect on the government requirement of circumcision. As such, the Chatam Sofer assumed that there
was no greater hashkafic agenda in this case. By the late 1840’s this had proved not to be the case.
17. Rav Yisrael Lipschutz, 19C Danzig. The commentary on Shabbat was published in 1844, but written some years earlier. Katz (ibid p 365 n21) speculates that the Tiferet Yisrael
would not have been aware of the strong reformist push in this area when he wrote this commentary.
18. Even though light suction and removal of blood would also be a Torah prohibition, it may be that the doubt as to whether metzitza is really needed today pushes him to try and
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• In 1844 the first Reform synod held in Braunschweig endorsed a ban on the practice of MBP.
• In 1845 the consistoire in Paris, which supervised mohelim, banned MBP and called in police enforcement for recalcitrant mohelim.
Nevertheless, some mohelim strongly resisted and insisted on doing MBP. When Baron Rothschild need a mohel for a family birth, he
brought one over from England! Some joked that he would have to rely on diplomatic immunity from prosecution since he was the
Austrian consul. Others suggested that milot could be done at the Russian or Romanian embassies19 to avoid legal action!
• In 1844 a major controversy broke out in Dresden between the mohelim who opposed MBP and those who supported it. In 1848, R.
Zecharia Frankel20 - the rabbi of Dresden - issued a ban on MBP
Had the Talmud known of another means, comparable to metzitza, it would certainly not have ordained that only it may be
used exclusively. Moreover, had medical science reached the level of our day, and had it discovered that not only are there
substitutes for metzitza, but that it itself entails danger, they would not have allowed its use. On the contrary, the Talmud
would have ruled ‘metzitza is dangerous, and the surgeon who does so should be dismissed’.
Zecharia Frankel, Zeitschriften, 29321
In a classically historicist manner, Frankel argues that, had the Talmud been aware of modern science, it would never
have ruled the way it did. He therefore reverses the statement of Rav Pappa and argues that any mohel who DOES
perform MBP should be dismissed!

10.

• Other reform-leaning authorities of the time supported this ban. Some also argued (based to some degree on the Tiferet Yisrael
above) that MBP should certainly not be performed on Shabbat since it was now known to be unnecessary.22

C] THE TRADITIONALISTS FIGHT BACK
• The lenient ruling of the Chatam Sofer was not followed by many of his successors. One exception is R. Tzvi Hirsch Chajes (19C,
Ukraine), who ruled23 that any action which helped to remove danger, as MBP does, is acceptable.

;udn ubhta orntc vmhmnv ,hrc rpvku kyck umr ohgar rae ohgr ohgur ,me v"ugc rat vkhn ,umnc vmhmnv s"g
,utcm ws ,tbe htbec hhbgc hbtu /v,ughbnc vbfx oua iht ukt ,bhsnc kct ojv ohketc vzu 'vbfx ouan t"f vumnv
uscth jmbk /hbuak vzu sux unhgrva ;xpxtv sdb s"antc xpsba e"pk v"r, ,cy c"h ouh ,utbev ,rdtc ztn h,c,f
;udk vmhmnv cfgns utk htu /f"vuhku vrunjv ,cak vjusu vftkn ct thvu osv erpn vmhmnv vbv hf ohan hkcn
vnu //// /trndc rntbf vbfxv ogy sckn hbhxn vank vfkv vb,hb lf htsu tkt /y"uhu f"vuhu ,ca vjus vhv tk vumnv
iueh, ohbueh,v wx k"zu /s"k ;s j"f vumn ohhjv .gu ovrct katc a"nf vcuju vumn htsu vpc vmhmnv suxv h"pg od
//// z"k

11.

jbr inhx vgs vruh - t ekj (stxt) vkgh vsuvh ,"ua

R. Yehuda Aszod (mid 19C Hungary) was the main halachic authority in Hungary after the Chatam Sofer. He strongly
defended MBP. Critically, he claims that it is not simply for health reasons, but is Halacha LeMoshe MiSinai! He also
invokes the kabbalistic24 significance of MBP (notwithstanding that the Chatam Sofer did not).
• In the 1840’s one of the popular Torah periodicals was Shomer Zion Ha’Neeman. The periodical was founded and edited by R.
Yaakov Etlinger25 and the argument about MBP raged on its pages. Some accused R. Eliezer Horowitz of forging the response of the
Chatam Sofer - a charge which he indignantly refuted!26 The arguments grew increasingly dogmatic and accusatory ....
• Rav Avraham Wolf Hamburg of Fürth, one of the most respected rabbis of the time, wrote a piece in the journal in late 1847
staunchly supporting MBP. He also argued that any suggestion that MBP was not now permitted on Shabbat would effectively
discredit all earlier authorities and accuse them of breaking Shabbat.
• Eventually Rav Ettlinger stepped in and issued a ruling.

minimize any extra chilul Shabbat. Note that the Rambam rules that metzitza requires blood to flow from the farthest part of the wound.
19. Which may also have been a prejudiced jibe at ‘Ostjuden’ and their ‘primitive’ practices.
20. One of the founders of the Breslau school of ‘historical Judaism’ which eventually later morphed into Conservative Judaism. Later in the 1850s and 60s, Rav Shimshon Refael Hirsch
would wage a major campaign to delegitimize Frankel and the newly formed Breslau Theological Seminary.
21. See Katz 371
22. Such reforming arguments based on halachic stringency can be found in other areas. Abraham Geiger argued strongly for the removal of Machnisei Rachamim from the liturgy on
the grounds that it was heretical and offended the Rambam’s 5th Principle of Faith, concerning idolatry.
23. Shu’t Maharatz Chajes 60
24. This position was supported by many later 19C poskim, including the Avnei Nezer - YD 338.
25. Staunch opponent of the growing Reform movement and rav of R. Shimshon Refael Hirsch and R. Azriel Hildersheimer.
26. There is no doubt today as to the authenticity of the Chatam Sofer’s teshuva. The original manuscript of the teshuva is now in the possession of a descendent of the Chatam Sofer
living in London, and it is claimed that on the margin appears the writing of one of the talmidim of the Ketav Sofer (the Chatam Sofer’s son) which states that it is forbidden to
publicize this letter since it was intended only for the specific situation in Vienna. This claim has been challenged and it has been impossible to verify.
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vbanc trenc hk ,utrvk ubnn vktatu gerec uhbpk is h,hhv vbsug ohhjc whv ot wudu hrtv ihchan ihta otu ////
/vbuatrv h,cua,c h,rtc rcf ratf vfhanvu vehbhv jfc vtmnv uaurhp ihta vmhmn iuak wt ogp ukhpt trndcu
//// vpc vmhmnv kyck ubhshc ihts f"d epx iht tkhnn jfc vfhan iuak tuv ihmmuns vzc epx ihta rjtu
gcyv hp kg ovhpn sxh,ba vnc er k"z ubhnfj hrcs kg ohhgcyv hrcs ghrfb hbhxn kcuena vnc tk urnt, otu ////
tret sug ',tzv ,gc ohhgcyv hrcs p"g vkycb ifku hbhxn ,kcuen vmhmnva ihntb tku thvv ,gc vurhfv rat hpf
vthrv ,ufrx ouan ihphryn ubta ,unvcv kfa ohnfjv og unhfxh ot ohhgcyvu ohtpurv hp ,t tb ukta 'ofhkt
k"z ubhnfj hpn usxh,b vktv ,upry od hrvu ,uhjk ohkufh obht
objk tk tkv urnt, otu ktrah ,umup, kfc v,udvb,v hpf vru,v cur kychu vhp kg vrgev lpv, u"j vzfcu ////
.munaf uhp ,t ogp kfc eusck rapt hfu .munv vpc hkuj ahac vsh kg vbfx wuv,ba ubhtra ratc er vmhmnv ubkyc
hna dtsb vnku ,uezjv kg ihpruau ihkeuxu ivhkg ,bgab vru,v kf rat ,usuxhvn ,jt thv vezjv tkv chat vz kg
f"jt gr,ba vbuatrv vehscv h"g ,urafu thrc ,ezjc tuva

12.

sf inhx iuhm ihbc ,"ua

Rav Yaakov Etlinger (mid 19C Germany) also totally opposed any change to MBP. He argued with the Chatam Sofer
and, like the Maharam Schick, compared MBP to the simanei treifut - a Halacha leMoshe MiSinai which cannot be
tampered with under any circumstances.
• By 1850 the governments of Austria, Germany and France had prohibited the practice of MBP .
• In the 1850’s R. Moshe Schick (then in Yergen, near Pressburg) was approached by a mohel who was being threatened with
dismissal if he continued to do MBP. He replied firmly that he may not be a mohel there under such conditions

lhtu /okugk oueh ubhekt hrcs kf rat v"grn sg aht hpn aht x"nnk vfkv kg ovn vcrv ohsxuhn k"zfj hrcs kct
tcuv rcfa //// iuhxhbvu auphjv h"pg ohtpurv ,rcxu tbsnut hbpn 'x"nnk vfkv tuva raptu ohhj ohekt hrcs kycb
tc vmhmnv kuyhc h"ga ushk ohagn utca shgv sjt kvuna //// vcuy ohngpk vcrst !vfnk ,ezn vmhmnv ihta ////
/// vcrv ohcutfnu hkuj hshk eubh,v
lht f"ts /ubht f"d vz ///// oh,gv ub,aba if ubhmn ohrcs vnfc hrva /vbfx tfhk v,gu oh,gv ub,ab hkuts tnh, hfu
tuva rcsc (t :ihpbt wcc rnuk t"t oh,gv hubhas tuv lf kkfv f"gu ?!ubh,uctn ubk urxnba ohrcsv kf kg ihbhfnx
,unuenv kfku ohbnzv kfk wv h"pg ubk rxnba iuhf f"tu /okugk ohhe ubhekt hrcsa oh,g hubha rnuk t"t x"nnk vfkv
vru, ihscs ,hbavu //// hj tuva hubha ihtur ubt ot ukhptu 'ub,aba t"t hbhxn vank urntba ,uphry vbna iudf ////
vn kg ihsv rtab ubk rxnba inzc vhv ifa ubgsha iuhf f"tu /vezju tcur kg ohsxuhn vru,v hbhs kfu vezj r,c ihbhkzt
smn vxubnv rcss vkgnk ubrntu ubrrc rcfs iuhfu /ihsv vb,aba ubk rrc,b f"tt vb,ab tka ,ezjcu vezj smn whva
//// curv h"pg tkt shg,a vk t"t vrhejvu iuhxhbv
vkhn ,umn kyck ;hsgs vtrb f"d okugk if ubeh, whva vbfx aaj ouan k"zfj ubeh, vbe, ers //// tnhb ukhpt obnt
ruxnk lhrms s"g ;s ihrsvbxc k"zfj urnt hbtxns t,erg hubha kgs ubhmns iuhf /// .umnk tku kunk vzv ihbgc xubfkn
ouhvu /vru,v kkfk rcsv gdub ibcrs ihbgc ukhpt vsucf ,hjpvku vru,v hrcs kyck ohbuufn ota ihtur ubt 'apb
//// vru,v kf a"fu uapb ruxnk chhju /lf rjnku lf vag uk ohrnut

13.

snr inhx vgs vruh eha o"rvn ,"ua

The Maharam Schick brings a number of arguments:
(i) MBP could be a Halacha leMoshe MiSinai and, on that basis, may not be changed.
(ii) Nishtane Hateva - change in nature - does not apply to Halacha LeMoshe MiSinai (as in the case of simanei treifut).
(iii) The medical evidence he brings argues that MBP IS still helpful and not performing it could endanger the child.
(iv) Given the anti-halachic feeling of the times, even if MBP was a purely rabbinic enactment, one would be required to
be moser nefesh to maintain it since this could be part of a slippery slope against traditional Judaism27.
• In a later responsum28 on the issue in 1878, the Maharam Schick reiterates that MBP is essential. He also dismisses the ruling of
the Chatam Sofer as a hora’at sha’ah - emergency measure for that time - since the mohel of Vienna was too important to dismiss,
given his connection to the Hapsburg monarchy!
• The Avnei Nezer strongly upholds MBP, especially in light of its kabbalistic implications. He invokes the halachic principle - ‘no
harm will befall those involved in a mitzvah’ (Pesachim 8a).29
• Rav Hirsch agreed with this in 1886 and criticized use of the sponge for metzitza.

27. Indeed, many Jews at that time advocated for FULL abolition of brit mila, and not just of metzitza.
28. See Responsa Rashban of R. Solomon Zvi Schick OC 144
29. However, for a detailed account of the many outbreaks of infant illness and death connected with MBP see Sprecher pp 30-37
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D] TECHNOLOGY RESPONDS - THE METZITZA TUBE
• In 1873 the New York City Board of Health was called to investigate the cases of four healthy Jewish newborns, who had contracted
genital ulcerations following their ritual circumcisions. Three of the four infants succumbed to their illnesses. The report following the
investigation identified MBP as responsible an recommended banning it entirely. This was only one of a number of high profile infant
deaths which were linked to MBP30.
• In 1887 R. Michael Cahn, rabbi of the german city of Fulda designed and invented a small tube which would enable a mohel to orally
extract blood from the wound without direct contact.
• This method very quickly gained the approval of many rabbis, although in some cases their sanction was given somewhat reluctantly,
in recognition of significant government pressure. These included:
- R. Azriel Hildesheimer31
- R. Shimshon Raphael Hirsch32
- R. Yitzchak Elchanan Spector33
- R. Chaim Berlin
• In 1900, R. Alexander Tertis, a mohel from London, published a short book on this topic, entitled
Dam Brit, in which he cites many well-known rabbis who either supported or at least did not object to
this tube method.
• In an 1899 responsum to R. Tertis in support of the tube, R. Shlomo HaCohen, the main Moreh
Tzedek in Vilna writes:

14.

As far as mezizah that is mentioned in the Mishnah, the Talmud and the Codes, it has no bearing or connection to the mizvah
of milah that we have been commanded by the Torah, rather it is a matter of health and healing of the newborn. The entire
matter of mezizah is only to remove the danger. It is not recorded any place in Hazal in what manner to perform mezizah,
because it is known that therapeutic measures change from period to period and location to location. In the Talmud we find
many therapeutic measures provided for many illnesses, but in our time we never heard that anyone should utilize these
therapies recorded by Hazal. Rather, we follow the therapies selected by the contemporary physicians since the nature of
people and therapies have changed from the time of Hazal. So in each generation the therapeutic measures change ....
1899 Responsum to R. Tertis by Rabbi Shlomo HaCohen of Vilna34

hshk tch tka hsf iheujrv ,unuen osv tmha hsf uhpc vkhnv .muna eubh,v iue,k uvzu /vmhmnv vagh vghrpv rjtu
expha sg vph vph ihmmunu /eubh,vk tuv vbfxs vhk ibhrhcgn .hhn tks tbnut htv [c z"ke ,ca] k"zj urnt lfu /vbfx
ovk vctb tku osv ,t dpxna dupx vzhtc tkt vpc tk vmhmnv ,uagk cuy r,uha ohrnuta ubhbnzc aha gsu /osv
oua tkc heb vp uk vhvh .munva htsuuc uvz lt /ovn r,uh ohnfujnu ohthec uhv x"av hnfj ubh,ucru /ovk gnab tku
:vz ubgna tk ubh,bhsncu ubh,uctf vhvbu vktf ,uasj asjk ubk ihtu //// ohheb ohhbau vkjn

15.

yh ;hgx sxr inhx vgs vruh ijkuav lurg

The Aruch HaShulchan (late 19C Lithuania) still appears argues for MBP but insists that the health and oral hygiene of
the mohel must be good. He is reported as having supported use of the metzitza tube.

/ohasjv ohtpurv uthmnva rjt rcs h"g tku vpc teus vmhmnvs s"fu d"f inhx iuhm ihbc wua,c ihhg - ihmmunu ihgrupu
:[j"ut kg ,"p] a"g dupxc rh,vk ah ,cac ukhptu vpc vmhmnn cuy r,uhs veuscs dupxc .umnk rh,n whx rzghkt sh ,cua,cu

16.

t ;hgx tka inhx vfkv ruthc

The Mishna Berura does not mention the tube, but appears to quote both sides of the debate on the controversial
sponge.35 He also appears to sanction use of the sponge on Shabbat!
• The Avnei Nezer objected to use of the tube, claiming that it did not draw blood from the furthest part of the wound, as required by
the Rambam.
• R. Chaim Ozer Grodzinski36 reported in 1906 that almost all of the mohelim in Vilna performed metzitza using a sponge. He
attributed this to the fact that mohelim were suffering from oral diseases and to the fact that the glass tubes had not yet reached Vilna.
• R. Chaim Soloveitchik also instructed the local mohelim not to do MBP. This was also the position of his son, R. Moshe Soloveitchik
and his grandson, R. Yosef Dov.37
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Although such links were difficult to prove, given the limited technology and high general infant mortality of the time.
Ha-Darom 36, p. 66
Shemesh Marpeh 54-56
Shut R. Yitzchak Elchanan 69
Translated in Sprecher p48
Some later poskim were unhappy at how apparently open the Chafetz Chaim was to the sponge, and claimed that he was misled on the matter!
Cited by R. Sinai Schiffer, Mitzvat Hametiztza p106
See Brofsky p 5
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E] 20TH CENTURY APPROACHES
• In 1900, a proclamation letter was released bearing the signatures of
42 prominent Hungarian rabbis who forbade and condemned any slight
alteration of the traditional procedure of MBP.
• In 1901, a similar letter was released by the gedolei Eretz Yisrael of
that time bearing the signatures of Rav Shmuel Salant, Rav Yaakov
Alishar, and Rav Shneur Zalmen Ladier.
• In Lithuania many poskim were in favor of the tube, although some,
such as R. Moshe Mordechai Epstein, supported MBP38. Mohelim active
in Vilna in the 1930’s attest that virtually no one in Vilna practiced MBP.
• As noted above, Rav Yosef Ber Soloveitchik supported use of the
metzitza tube39.
• In Israel, Rav Kook40, R. Yitzchak Herzog41 and R. Tzvi Pesach Frank42
also supported it43.
• Nishmat Avraham44 reports that Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach
permitted performing metzitza with a tube to avoid concern for AIDS.45
• Others46 report that R. Moshe Feinstein permitted metzitza with a tube.
• The Chazon Ish agreed to be sandak even if the tube was used.
• Other poskim however insisted that metzitza must be done bepeh, citing the Maharam Schick, the Binyan Tzion and the continuing
battle against the reformist movements. This was the position of R. Yaakov Breisch47, the Steipler, Rav Eliyashiv and many others.

F] RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
In recent years, the MBP controversy has erupted again48.
1. There has been a rise in neonatal herpes cases attributed to MBP . For example, health officials in New York City, where there has
been mandatory reporting since 2006, reported 24 cases of babies who contracted herpes following MBP . Two of those infants died,
two suffered brain injury, and others developed long-term health problems. In 2012, The New York City Board of Health required that
parents sign a consent form before their child is circumcised with MBP; that policy was repealed in 2015. New York City was so
concerned about the risk to newborns that it distributed 20,000 posters, in English and Yiddish, describing the dangers.49
2. In 2004, a clinical study appeared in Pediatrics, the official journal of the American Academy of Pediatrics (Vol. 114, No. 2),
authored jointly by medical academicians and Talmudic scholars, including Benjamin Gesundheit, M.D.; Moshe D. Tendler, Ph.D.;
Bruria Ben-Zeev, M.D.; and others. In this article, “Neonatal Genital Herpes Simplex Virus Type 1 Infection after Jewish Ritual
Circumcision: Modern Medicine and Religious Tradition,” the authors came to the following conclusion:

Our findings provide evidence that ritual Jewish circumcision with oral metzitzah may cause oral–genital transmission of HSV
infection, resulting in clinical disease including involvement of the skin, mucous membranes, and HSV encephalitis.
Furthermore, oral suction may not only endanger the child but also may expose the mohel to human immunodeficiency virus
[HIV] or hepatitis B from infected infants. The same consideration that led the Talmudic sages once to establish the custom of
the metzitzah for the sake of the infant could now be applied to persuade the mohel to use instrumental suction.
38. Levush Mordechai, # 30
39. Nefesh HaRav 243. See also http://hirhurim.blogspot.com/2005/02/metzitzah.html where Rabbi Gil Student reports the following. “Interestingly, the following was written by R.
Hershel Schachter in Nefesh Ha-Rav (p. 243) about R. Joseph B. Soloveitchik's position on this matter, and was confirmed by R. Fabian Schoenfeld as having happened at his son's
circumcision: Our teacher's view was that nowadays there is no need for metzitzah at all, like the Tiferes Yisrael's view in the Mishnah [sic!] (see the Sedei Hemed for a long

treatment of this). He told us how a mohel once wanted to perform metzitzah be-feh and our teacher asked him not to. When the mohel refused, our teacher told him that if his
father, R. Moshe Soloveitchik, were there, he would definitely not have allowed him to perform metzitzah be-feh. However, I am more tolerant and since you are refusing, I will let
you.
40. Da’at Kohen 142
41. Rav Herzog wrote in a 1955 letter to Dr B. Homa: “In my humble opinion it is as clear as the midday sun, that Metzitzah forms no part whatsoever of the actual precept of Milah . . . It

has already been generally agreed that Metzitzah performed by means of an apparatus such as mentioned, is as effective as Metzitzah done direct by mouth. And since, in the
opinion of experts, there is potential danger to the child from direct use of the mouth and it is necessary to exercise care, it follows therefore that anyone who insists that Metzitzah
must be done by mouth only, is in my opinion, mistaken and is leading others astray in a matter where there is a possibility of danger.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

47.
48.
49.

Har Tzvi 214
Dr. Mordechai Halperin notes (Jewish Action Winter 5767/2006) that blood can be extracted from the “furthest places” using a tube, when conducted properly.
4:123
A prominent local mohel attests that this too was the psak he personally received from Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach in the late 1980’s. When asked why he did not publicize his
position, Rav Shlomo Zalman replied, “I am too old and too weak to withstand having bricks hurled through my windows.”
See https://www.koltorah.org/halachah/contemporary-brit-milah-issues-part-one-by-rabbi-chaim-jachter. Rav Moshe certainly ruled that the purpose of MBP was therapeutic
and not an intrinsic element of the brit - see Igrot Moshe 1:223 tuva hbt cauj /ohbhn ws ,umnf oukf urcj tkc sjt ihta ohagn wd ova vmhmnu vghrp lu,j v"r,f hrcsc rfzba vnu
/vtupr ouan er tuvs vumnvc cufg ubht vmhmna yuapa /xunkuev ,yhkp er
Chelkat Yaakov YD 143
Most of the material in section is taken from Rabbi Brofsky’s article op cit.
It is of course easy to present one-sided accounts. For a defence by some of the mohelim accused of transmitting viruses to infants, see Halacha Berura Vol 9 Issue 1 referred to
above.
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3. The findings of the article were challenged by Daniel S. Berman, M.D., F.A.C.P., an infectious-disease specialist, who argued that
the Pediatrics study was fraught with inaccuracies and unsubstantiated conclusions. Similarly, Prof. Avraham Steinberg, a pediatric
neurologist, rabbi, and an associate clinical professor of medical ethics at the Hebrew University, insists that the article mentioned
above does not conclusively establish a relationship between MBP and the cases of neonatal herpes.50
4. Rabbi Dr. Mordechai Halperin, the chief officer of medical ethics at Israel’s Ministry of Health and the director of the Dr. Falk
Schlesinger Institute for Medical Halachic Research in Jerusalem, has written to explain the medical benefit of MBP . He writes:

Immediately after incising or injuring an artery, the arterial walls contract and obstruct, or at least reduce, the flow of blood.
Since the arterioles of the orlah, or the foreskin, branch off from the dorsal arteries (the arteries of the upper side of the
organ), cutting away the foreskin can result in a temporary obstruction in these dorsal arteries. This temporary obstruction,
caused by arterial muscle contraction, continues to develop into a more enduring blockage as the stationary blood begins to
clot. The tragic result can be severe hypoxia (deprivation of the supply of blood and oxygen) of the glans penis. If the arterial
obstruction becomes more permanent, gangrene follows; the baby may lose his glans, and it may even become a
life-threatening situation. Such cases have been known to occur.
Only by immediately clearing the blockage can one prevent such clotting from happening. Performing metzitza immediately
after circumcision lowers the internal pressure within the tissues and blood vessels of the glans, thus raising the pressure
gradient between the blood vessels at the base of the organ and the blood vessels at its distal end — the glans as well as the
excised arterioles of the foreskin, which branch off of the dorsal arteries. This increase in pressure gradient (by a factor of four
to six!) can resolve an acute temporary blockage and restore blood flow to the glans, thus significantly reducing both the
danger of immediate, acute hypoxia and the danger of developing a permanent obstruction by means of coagulation. How do
we know when a temporary blockage has successfully been averted? When the “blood in the further reaches [i.e., the proximal
dorsal artery] is extracted,” as Rambam has stated.
5. In addition, Rabbi Dr. Halperin raises the concern that those who challenge MBP really intend to challenge the mitzva of brit mila.
6. In 2005, the Rabbinical Council of America (RCA) issued a statement clarifying their position. The statement outlined four positions:
(i) those who maintain that MBP is strictly a medical matter; (ii) those who suggest performing MBP with some other device which
draws blood from the wound; (iii) those who require that metzitza be fulfilled through suction generated by the mouth through a tube;
(iv) those who insist that MBP must be performed orally. The RCA issued the following conclusion:

The poskim consulted by the RCA (Rabbi Gedalia Dov Schwartz, Av Beit Din of the Beth Din of America and of the Chicago
Rabbinical Council; Rabbi Hershel Schachter of RIETS/YU and the Union of Orthodox Congregations of America; and Rabbi
Mordechai Willig of RIETS/YU and Segan Av Beit Din of the Beth Din of America) agree that the normative halacha
undoubtedly permits the third view, and that it is proper for mohalim to conduct themselves in this way given the health issues
involved in the fourth view… Those who wish to follow their customs in accordance with the above-noted authorities are
certainly entitled to do so, but the RCA is firmly of the opinion that in light of current realities and medical knowledge it is
proper, and preferable, to use a tube.
7. However, there remain serious concerns at government intervention and interference with Jewish halachic practice. In 2012, the
RCA issue the following statement:

Many Jewish legal authorities have ruled that direct oral suction is not an integral part of the circumcision ritual, and therefore
advocate the use of a sterile tube to preclude any risk of infection. The RCA has gone on record as accepting the position of
those authorities. Nevertheless, the RCA respects the convictions and sensitivities of those in the Orthodox Jewish community
who disagree with this ruling and joins in their deep concern about government regulation of religious practices. The RCA
urges these groups to voluntarily develop procedures to effectively prevent the unintended spread of infection.
The RCA supports the recent call of the Agudath Israel of America to New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg and the New York
Health Department that, instead of unilaterally imposing regulations, they collaborate with Orthodox Jewish leadership to
develop protocols to address health concerns.
Rabbi Shmuel Goldin, the RCA President, summarized his organization’s position. “The act of circumcision is a precious and
cherished ritual for the Jewish community, one which initiates our sons into the religious covenant. The RCA maintains that
parents should use methods, in strict conformity with Jewish law, which enable them to hand down our religious legacy to a
new generation safely and appropriately.”
• In practice, although use of a glass tube is now standard in the Modern Orthodox world and within many Religious Zionist
communities, mohelim in the Chassidic communities, in Israel and abroad, as well as many in the Charedi community, still perform
MBP . Iy’H we should be given the wisdom to continue with brit milah in the most authentic halachic manner at the same time as
protecting as much as we can the health of our community.
50. For a detailed critique of the 2004 study see the Halacha Berura article referred to above.
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